Minutes from NLTG meeting I Uppsala 2nd March 2010 were approved.

It was decided to introduce a “Pay-back” system when a liver was received in response to an “Urgent call”. A liver should be returned to the Donor Centre within 6 months. The blood group of the “Pay back” liver should be of identical the blood group, unless the Recipient Centre accepts another blood group.

Information from the Scandiatransplant meeting in September. A sum of 20,000 Euro will be available for applications for research. General conditions are to be determined. Michael Olausson will make a draft before the next Scandiatransplant Board Meeting in January 2011.

There should be no payment for net import of surplus livers. This issue was discussed and the decision was made at last Board Meeting in Scandiatransplant.

Information by Michael Olausson about the EFRETOS Registry.

The question about payment for net import of surplus livers was discussed again. Oslo has been net exporters during the years, and Oslo wanted the payment for net import of surplus livers to be reinstated. There was a general understanding and acceptance of this point of view from the other centers. The members of the Board of Scandiatransplant will bring up this issue up at the Board meeting.

Next meeting will be in Gothenburg; March 22nd, 2011.

Twenty-five years Anniversary Symposium.